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Introduction



What is a Manuscript Transfer?
• Specific to journal publishing

• An author has been offered the option to transfer their 
originally submitted manuscript from one journal to another 
journal

• Often labeled as a “reject with transfer” decision, this can 
happen at editorial review stage, or after peer review

• Transfers tend to happen between journals by the same 
publisher



Why Are Authors Offered a Tranfers?

Quality

Scope



Route 1 - Publisher Driven:
• Author is offered a transfer to one or more specific journals

• Author accepts and completes the transfer

• This happens within the peer review system

Route 2 - Author Driven:
• Author selects alternative journal at initial submission or after 

“reject with transfer” decision from the publisher

• (Editor/staff in new journal accepts request to transfer)

• This might not be within the peer review system – f.ex. SAGE 
Journal Recommender, Springer Nature Transfer Desk

Routes to Transfer



1. Determining the destination journal
Less of an issue for smaller sized publishers and with cascade workflow in place

2. Technical aspect of actual transfer of files (metadata, reviewer comments, etc.)
Different submission form requirements

Author might change the MS before going to the new journal

3. Author proceeding with transfer (accepting & completing it)
Issues with the process

Do publishers provide enough information about the new journals?

Challenges with Journal Transfers



Author Concerns

The process time is consuming/inefficient

Transfers to a ‘sister’ OA journal
that charges APCs without being told

Tweets about author concerns regarding manuscript transfers (Source: https://twitter.com/)
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Revenue per published article is the key metric

For some journals, the revenue 
per published article under the 
institutional subscription 
model will be, say, $8000 per 
article

If the APC is $4000, then the 
journal will need to publish twice 
as many articles to make the same 
revenues (while incurring higher 
costs, so the margin will 
decrease).

Subscription
Revenue per 

article = $8000

APC
Revenue per 

article = $4000



Publisher portfolios: transfer cascades

More publishers are developing 
transfer cascades.

Retaining a higher proportion of 
submitted papers helps to share 
costs across multiple journals.

Transfer cascades can also 
reduce the reviewer burden, if 
done properly.

Launching new journals can 
protect the selectivity of flagship 
journals.

Mahdi Khelfaoui and Yves Gingras. Expanding Nature: Product line and brand extensions of a scientific journal. 
Learned Publishing (2021) doi: 10.1002/leap.1422



How to measure success (KPIs)

All of these KPIs depend on the 
editors across the transfer 
cascade working as a team.

This is easier said than done.

Editors should prioritise what’s 
best for their authors and for 
the wider portfolio.

• Revenue per submission

• % of papers offered a transfer

• % of papers where the author agreed to transfer

• % of papers that are peer reviewed

• % of papers that are accepted

• Author satisfaction (do authors submit new papers?)
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AIP Publishing Transfer Program – Philosophy
With our transfer program, we aim to retain good research and provide authors 
the best possible home for their article.

• What does that look like?

• Transfers among our titles are easy and seamless – article information is 
automatically sent to transfer journal including reviews.  

• Our authors know there is a home for their paper at AIPP, whether in the 
journal they first submit to or the one we recommend.

• Editors collaborate to find the best home for a paper, whether that is in 
service to their journal or another AIPP title.
• We enable this through consults in our peer review system so Editors 

can agree on a value offer to the author – guaranteed peer review or 
provisional acceptance.

• All Editors can directly accept a paper into our broad scope journal AIP 
Advances. 

We envision a 
collaborative, unified 

portfolio working 
together in service of our 
author’s best interests.



Where we have focused – Editor Engagement



What we’re working on – Author Focus
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American Chemical Society 19

ACS Publications

• Networks of transfer pathways connect journals where scopes (and other 
factors) intersect

• Transfer offers can be single destination or multiple via “Author Selects”



American Chemical Society 20

Transfer as an author service

• Editors are encouraged to be “author-centric” – if their journal is not the right 
home, they should help the authors find the right community

• Editors can consult across journals to ensure fit for scope and beyond

• Multiple tools and metrics inform editors about other journals and guide 
thoughtful recommendations

• Our team of Development Editors is specialized in connecting researchers to 
their next best destination



American Chemical Society 21

Ongoing challenges

Balancing editorial independence 
of individual journals and goal of 
providing authors a home at ACS

Helping a dynamic team of 
editors keep on top of shifts in 
other journal’s priorities/scopes

Authors having a different 
route in mind
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Discussion
and Q&A



Sign up for our newsletter to stay informed on the 
latest developments in research publishing, open 
access complexities, customer case stories, 
future webinars, events, and much more. 

We only send out our newsletter once a month—
less is much more. 

Newsletter & Event list
https://chronoshub.io/subscribe/

Event list
https://chronoshub.io/events/

Newsletter & Events List

ChronosHub Events (Source: https://chronoshub.io/subscribe/)

https://chronoshub.io/subscribe/
https://chronoshub.io/events/


Upcoming Events

ChronosHub Events (Source: https://chronoshub.io/events/)
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